The synthesis and photophysical properties of two luminescent Cu(I) coordination polymers, [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(3-tpyb)]n and [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(4-tpyb)]n (Cu-3-tpyb and Cu-4-tpyb; PPh3 = triphenylphosphine, m-tpyb = 1,3,5-tris(m-pyridyl)benzene (m = 3, 4)), are described. X-ray structural analysis indicated that onedimensional coordination chains comprising rhombic {Cu2I2(PPh3)2} cores and m-tpyb bridging ligands were formed. Both Cu-3-tpyb and Cu-4-tpyb exhibited blue-to-yellow thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) that originated from mixing of the metal-toligand and halide-to-ligand charge-transfer excited states and moderate emission quantum yields of 0.29 and 0.27, respectively, at 298 K. Further, mechanochromic luminescence was observed for both complexes. The emission lifetimes indicated that the origin of emission switched from TADF to phosphorescence, which was derived from the triplet cluster-centred ( 3 CC) emissive state generated by grinding-induced amorphization. Scheme 1. Schematic molecular structures of coordination polymers, Cu-4tpyb and Cu-3-tpyb.
Introduction
Luminescent Cu(I) complexes have attracted considerable attention as promising alternative materials to luminescent noble metal complexes because of their characteristic d 10 electronic configuration that eliminates the non-radiative decay pathway from the d-d excited state. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Recent extensive studies of luminescent Cu(I) complexes have led to the achievement of interesting photophysical properties such as extremely bright emission with ~100% quantum yield, [8] [9] thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF), [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and external-stimuli responsive luminescence. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] One of the characteristic features of luminescent Cu(I) complexes is that various emissive states can contribute to their luminescence. The metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) excited state is a well-known emissive state of not only Cu(I) complexes but also of other noble metal complexes such as those of Ru(II), Ir(III), and Pt(II). [29] [30] It is well known that in order for the Cu(I) complex to achieve high emission quantum yield, the Jahn-Teller flattening distortion of the MLCT excited state should be suppressed. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] The wide emission color tuning ranging from blue to red has been also achieved by the modification of the π* orbitals of the organic ligands. [39] [40] [41] Since the photoexcited electron and the remaining hole are spatially separated in the π* orbital of the organic ligand and the 3d orbital of the Cu(I) ion, the energy gap between the single and triplet MLCT excited states tends to be small enough to permit an inverted intersystem crossing from the stable T1 to relatively unstable S1 state, resulting in TADF. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] One of the other typical emissive states is the triplet cluster-centered ( 3 CC) excited state that is usually observed for the iodide-bridged Cu(I) cluster complexes. [42] [43] [44] [45] An interesting feature is the externalstimuli responsive luminescence such as thermochromic, vapochromic, and mechanochromic luminescence that may be applicable to various types of sensors. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] For example, interesting thermochromic luminescence has been observed for cubane-type Cu(I) cluster complexes [Cu4I4(py)4] and [Cu4I4(PPh3)4] (py = pyridine, PPh3 = triphenylphosphine). 18, 20 Furthermore, mechanochromic luminescence has been reported for a similar cubane-type cluster complex, [Cu4I4(PPh2(CH2CH=CH2))4], which has a slightly modified phosphine ligand. 21 An interesting phenomenon was recently reported by Farinella et al.; the coordination polymer [Cu2I2(3pica)]n (3-pica = 3-picolylamine) comprising the iodide-bridged rhombic {Cu2I2} dinuclear cores and 3-pica linkers exhibited interesting thermochromic switching between TADF that was derived from the CT excited state and the phosphorescence originating from the 3 CC state. 27 However, the creation of such switching of the emission origins in the chromic behaviors in response to other external stimuli (e.g. vapors, mechanical grinding) is still a challenging research subject.
Recently, we have focused on the development of smart sensing functions based on the strongly emissive Cu(I) complexes. In this work, to switch the emission origin in the vapochromic and/or mechanochromic behavior, two different types of organic ligands were selected. One of these ligands is 1,3,5-tris(m-pyridyl)benzene (Scheme 1; m-tpyb, m = 3, 4), 46, 47 which can adopt various coordination modes to bridge several Cu(I) ions based on the three pyridinyl N atoms. The other ligand is PPh3, which is used to construct a sterically bulky coordination environment around the Cu(I) ion. Herein, the synthesis, crystal structures, and photophysical properties of the newly synthesized luminescent Cu(I) coordination polymers, [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(m-tpyb)]n (m = 3,4; hereafter Cu-m-tpyb), have been described. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that both Cu-m-tpyb exhibited strong TADF with CT character and an interesting mechanochromic behavior involving the switching of the emission origin from TADF to 3 CC phosphorescence from the impurity sites generated during the grinding-induced amorphization.
Results and Discussion
Crystal structures Figure 1 shows the crystal structure of Cu-4-tpyb. Crystallographic data and the selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Tables S1 and S2. Cu-4-tpyb consisted of two crystallographically independent Cu ions, two iodide anions, two PPh3 ligands, and a 4-tpyb bridging ligand. Each Cu ion adopted a typical tetrahedral coordination geometry for Cu(I) ion, where the Cu + ion was surrounded by two I − ions, the P atom of PPh3, and the N atom of 4-tpyb. The two Cu + ions were bridged by two Iions to form a {Cu2I2} rhombic core. The Cu-N bond distances in Cu-4-tpyb ranged from 2.071(8) to 2.081(8) Å and the two Cu-P bond distances were 2.218(3) Å. These distances were comparable to the other halide-bridged Cu(I) complexes with Nheteroaromatic ligands and PPh3. 39 The Cu⋅⋅⋅Cu distance in the {Cu2I2} core (3.302(2) Å) was longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii of Cu (2.8 Å) and indicated negligible metallophilic interactions. Two of the three N atoms of the 4-tpyb ligand were coordinated to two different {Cu2I2} cores to form a spiral onedimensional (1-D) chain structure along the a axis (see Figure  1a ). The non-coordinating N atom of 4-tpyb ligand could form a weak hydrogen bond with the H atom of the central benzene ring of the 4-tpyb ligand of the adjacent 1-D chain, which connected the 1-D chains along the b axis (C-H…N = 3.605 Å, Figure S1 ). As shown in Figure 1b , there were four porous channels in one unit cell along the b axis in which two CHCl3 and a H2O molecule were adsorbed. The diameter and void fraction were estimated to be 5.8 Å×8.5 Å and 20%, respectively. There were no remarkable interactions between the adsorbed solvent molecules and the coordination-polymer framework. The crystal structure of Cu-3-tpyb is depicted in Figure 2 . A similar 1-D chain structure to that of Cu-4-tpyb was also confirmed in Cu-3-tpyb, wherein the 3-tpyb ligands bridged the rhombic dinuclear cores along the c axis ( Figure 2a ). The Cu-N and Cu-P bonds distances were similar to those of Cu-4-tpyb (Table S2 ). A noticeable difference between these Cu-m-tpyb coordination polymers is the number of crystallographically independent dinuclear cores in the unit cell; two independent cores were found in Cu-3-tpyb. The Cu⋅⋅⋅Cu distance in the {Cu(1)2-I(1)2} core (2.9530(7) Å) was shorter by about 0.4 Å than the that in the {Cu(2)2-I(2)2} core (3.3569(7) Å). However, both distances were longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii of Cu (2.8 Å), and the metallophilic interactions in these dinuclear cores were also negligible. Similar to the 4-tpyb ligands of Cu-4-tpyb, two of the three N atoms of the 3-tpyb ligand were coordinated to the Cu + ions and the remaining one formed a weak hydrogen bond with the H atom of one of the phenyl rings of PPh3 of the adjacent 1-D chain (C-H…N = 3.320 Å). There were two different porous channels along the a axis as shown in Figure 2b . One THF and one water molecule per {Cu2I2} core were found in the larger pore channel, which had a diameter of 6.7 Å×6.9 Å. In the smaller pore with the diameter 5.8 Å×3.6 Å, only one THF molecule per one {Cu2I2} core was found ( Figure 2b ). As a result, a slightly larger accessible void (~27 % in the unit cell) than Cu-4-tpyb was formed. There were no significant interactions between the solvent molecules in the pores and the porous framework as in the case of Cu-4-tpyb.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the emission spectra of solid-state
Cu-4-tpyb and Cu-3-tpyb at 298 and 78 K. The purity of each sample was checked by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns and elemental analysis (see Figure S2 and experimental section). Cu-4-tpyb exhibited a broad emission band centered at 545 nm at 298 K and this band was shifted to longer wavelengths by up to 570 nm when the temperature was reduced to 78 K. A similar broad emission band at 498 nm was observed for Cu-3-tpyb at 298 K, while the emission spectrum at 78 K was composed of two emission bands; one is the broad band centered at 545 nm and another corresponds to the higher-energy bands with vibrational progression at 442 nm. This difference suggests that the emission origin of Cu-3-tpyb changed when the temperature was decreased. Since the isomorphous structure of Cu-3-tpyb to that of 150 K was clearly identified at 97 K (Table S1), the observed change in emission spectrum would not be due to the solid-state transition, but due to the change of the emission origin. The wavelength difference between the emission maxima of Cu-m-tpyb (m = 3, 4) of ~47 nm suggests that the position of the coordinating N atoms in the tpyb ligand is an important factor for the emission energy. The similar luminescent Cu(I) coordination polymer, [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(4,4'-bpy)]n, reportedly exhibited emission maxima at 542 nm, 39 which is comparable to that of Cu-4-tpyb.
To elucidate the emission behaviors of Cu-m-tpyb in detail, their emission lifetimes and quantum yields were measured in the solid state at both 298 and 78 K. The results are summarized in Table 1 . As shown in Figure 3 (c), a single exponential decay was observed in the emission decay curve of Cu-4-tpyb at both temperatures and the lifetime was estimated to become longer from 6.04 µs at 298 K to 115 µs at 78 K, which are comparable values to that of [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(4,4'-bpy)]n (τ = 4.0 µs at 298 K, 67 µs at 80 K). 39 Such significant increase in the emission lifetime has been previously reported for the thermally activated delayed-fluorescent (TADF) Cu(I) complexes. 12, 13, 41 For example, Tsuboyama et al. reported that the Cu(I) dimer complex, [Cu2I2(2,3-bis(diphenylphosphyno)benzene)2], exhibited an increase in the emission decay on the scale of two orders of magnitude from 4.0 µs at 298 K to 211 µs at 77 K. 12 In contrast, smaller temperature dependence of the emission lifetime has been reported for the halide-bridged Cu(I) cluster complexes, one of the typical materials showing triplet clustercentered ( 3 CC) emission. 18, 20, 26 For example, the emission lifetimes of the cubane-type cluster complexes, [Cu4I4(py)4] and [Cu4I4(PPh3)4], increased by less than one order of magnitude from 11 and 4.7 µs at 298 K to 25.5 and 26 µs at 77 K, respectively. 18, 20 The large temperature dependence of the emission lifetime and the broad spectral shape without vibrational progression of Cu-4-tpyb suggest that the origin of emission could be ascribed to TADF from the charge-transfer excited state. In fact, the radiative decay constant (kr) estimated from the emission lifetime and the emission quantum yield decreased remarkably to one fiftieth upon decreasing the temperature (see Table 1 ).
Further investigation of the origins of emission from Cu-4-tpyb was conducted by measuring the emission lifetime at various temperatures and the results are shown in Figure 3 (e).
Assuming the two-state model involving the lowest excited singlet state (S1) and the lowest excited triplet state (T1), the observed lifetime (τ) can be expressed as a Boltzmann average by using equation (1). 48 ( 1) where, ∆E is the energy difference between the singlet and triplet states, τS1 and τT1 are the lifetimes of S1 (fluorescence) and T1 (phosphorescence) states, respectively, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The corresponding fitting result based on equation (1) for the temperature dependence of the observed emission lifetime is shown as the dotted line in Figure 3 (e). The obtained ∆E value (650 cm -1 ) was comparable to the difference in the wavelengths of emission maxima at 298 and 78 K (805 cm -1 ). These results clearly indicate that the emission of Cu-4-tpyb was attributable to TADF originating from the CT excited state. As shown in Figure 3 (d), a double exponential decay was observed for Cu-3-tpyb at 298 K and the estimated emission lifetimes were 4.78 and 14.47 µs. Considering that there are two crystallographically different {Cu2I2} cores in the crystal structure of Cu-3-tpyb, these two emission components may be derived from these two different cores with the same emissive state. At 78 K, three emission components with lifetimes of 155 µs, 625 µs, and 3.51 ms were observed. These lifetimes are remarkably longer than the emission lifetime of Cu-4-tpyb, implying the contribution of a different emissive state. Since the emission band with clear vibrational progression was observed at 78 K (Figure 3(b) ), one plausible origin is the triplet ligand-centered ( 3 π-π) excited state. In the time-resolved emission spectra of Cu-3-tpyb at 78 K, only the broad emission band centered at ~500 nm was observed before 1.5 ms, but another sharp peak at 450 nm that was probably derived from the 3 π-π state was clearly observed over a longer time range (>2 ms). Thus, the longest emission component of Cu-3-tpyb could be attributed to the 3 π-π emission of the bridging 3-tpyb ligand. The other two shorter-lived emission components were ascribed to TADF from the CT excited state like Cu-4-tpyb, because the average emission lifetimes of these two components (τav = 12.5 and 155 µs at 298 and 78 K, respectively) were comparable to that of Cu-4-tpyb. It is worth noting that only Cu-3-tpyb exhibited the ligand-centered 3 π-π emission, which was because of its higher- energy CT state compared to that of Cu-4-tpyb (as evidenced by the higher energy emission of Cu-3-tpyb by ~45 nm at 298 K. In other words, the rapid radiative decay process via TADF was the dominant pathway at 298 K because of the spin-allowed fluorescence character of the S1 state, while it was strongly prohibited at a lower temperature of 78 K. A slower radiative decay process was observed from the thermally accessible 3 π-π state.
To further investigate the emission origins of the Cu-m-tpyb (m = 3, 4) coordination polymers, DFT calculations were conducted for the simplified Cu(I) dinuclear complexes, [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(mpyb)2] (m = 3, 4, m-pyb = 1,3-(m-pyridyl)benzene). Schematic molecular orbital diagrams of the ground states are shown in Figure 4 . The structure optimizations were started from the X-ray structures by replacing the pyridyl group of the m-tpyb ligand coordinating to the adjacent Cu2I2 core by an H atom. In both simplified dinuclear complexes, the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and HOMO-1 comprised the 3d orbitals of the two Cu(I) ions and the 5p orbitals of two iodide ions, while the lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and LUMO+1 were delocalized on the π* orbital of the m-pyb ligand. The energy difference between the HOMO and LUMO of [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(4pyb)2] was larger (by ~0.2 eV) compared to that of [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(3-pyb)2]. Since this difference estimated by DFT calculations was qualitatively matched with the difference of emission energy between Cu-4-tpyb and Cu-3-tpyb, the emission of Cu-m-tpyb could be originated from the metal-toligand charge-transfer state effectively mixed with the halide-toligand charge-transfer ((M+X)LCT) state. Accordingly, the higher-lying π* orbital of 3-tpyb as compared to that of 4-tpyb was the origin of the shorter wavelength emission of Cu-3-tpyb than that of Cu-4-tpyb. Our DFT calculations also suggested that the 3 CC excited state with an effective Cu-Cu interaction was hardly accessible; the LUMO with the bonding character between the two Cu(I) ion in the rhombic core was found at LUMO+27 and the energy difference from LUMO was above 2.6 eV (see Figures S3 and S4 ). This is consistent with the X-ray structures that showed longer Cu⋅⋅⋅Cu distances in the core (more than twice of the van der Waals radius of Cu, as described in the section discussing crystal structures. We also checked the contribution of the ligand-centered π-π* transition from the ground state MO diagrams. The highest-occupied π orbital of the m-pyb ligand was found at HOMO-12 in [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(3-pyb)2], but the corresponding orbital of [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(4-pyb)2] was found at the more stable HOMO-19. The energy difference between these MOs and HOMOs was also smaller in [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(3-pyb)2] (1.78 eV) than that in [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(4-pyb)2] (2.10 eV). This result was experimentally supported by the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the m-tpyb ligands; the lowest absorption band of 3-tpyb was shifted to shorter wavelengths by about 15 nm compared to that of 4-tpyb in the CHCl3 solutions ( Figure S5 ). Thus, the 3 π-π* excited state of Cu-3-tpyb was likely more stable and accessible than that of Cu-4-tpyb, resulting in the observation of 3 π-π* emission with a clear vibrational progression at 78 K.
Mechanochromic luminescence
As discussed previously, solvated CHCl3 and water molecules were present in the porous channels of Cu-4-tpyb, suggesting the possibility of luminescence chromism based on the adsorption/desorption of these guest molecules. Thus, we investigated the changes in the emission spectra under various conditions. As shown in Figure 5(a) , the emission spectrum of as-synthesized Cu-4-tpyb was hardly changed upon removal of the solvated CHCl3 and water molecules under vacuum (black and red curves in Figure 5(a) ). Photographs of the crystalline samples of Cu-4-tpyb under bright field and UV light irradiation were also negligibly changed in this drying process ( Figure 5 (c) and 5(d)). Notably, the emission spectrum and photographs were remarkably changed by manually grinding the dried sample in a mortar; the emission maximum was observed at 605 nm and the color under bright field was changed from clear yellow to brown after grinding (brown curve in Figure 5 (a) and 5(e)). Further, the original emission spectrum with the maximum at 545 nm was recovered by exposing the ground sample to CHCl3 vapor in air (blue curve in Figure 5(a) ). These results indicate that Cu-4-tpyb exhibits mechanochromic luminescence upon manual grinding and exposure to CHCl3 vapor. Similar spectral changes were observed in the excitation and UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra (see Figure S6 ), suggesting that the mechanochromic behavior likely originated from the structural transformation in the ground state and not structural relaxation in the excited state.
To elucidate the mechanism of the mechanochromic luminescence of Cu-4-tpyb, PXRD patterns of these four different samples were measured. As shown in Figure 5(b) , assynthesized Cu-4-tpyb exhibited an almost identical pattern to the simulation calculated from the X-ray structure, while the diffraction pattern of the dried sample was completely different to that of the as-synthesized sample. Considering the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results showing that all solvated CHCl3 and water molecules were removed under vacuum (see Figure S7 ), the change in the PXRD pattern indicates that the porous structure of Cu-4-tpyb could not be retained without the solvated guest molecules in the pores. On the other hand, the almost identical emission spectra of the assynthesized and dried samples suggest that the collapse of the porous structure hardly affected the (M+X)LCT transition energy of Cu-4-tpyb. In contrast, no sharp peak was observed in the PXRD pattern of the ground sample, indicating that grinding induced amorphization. The remarkable changes in color and emission upon grinding suggest that amorphization influences the structure around the {Cu2I2} core. After exposing the ground sample to CHCl3 vapors in air, an almost identical PXRD pattern to that of the as-synthesized sample was observed. These changes in the PXRD experiments clearly revealed that the reversible crystal-to-amorphous transformation was the origin of mechanochromic luminescence of Cu-4-tpyb.
Since the remarkable color and luminescence changes and the mechanochromic behavior of Cu-4-tpyb suggested a change in the origin of luminescence, the emission lifetime and quantum yield of the ground sample were determined at 298 and 78 K. The observed emission decay curves of ground Cu-4-tpyb at 298 and 78 K are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively, and compared with that of the as-synthesized sample (the same data shown in Figure 3(c) ). The results and estimated kr and non-radiative decay constant (knr) are listed in Table 1 . The emission quantum yield decreased to one third of the assynthesized sample at both temperatures upon manual grinding. Although the emission lifetime of the ground sample was also estimated to decrease to one-third, the observed emission decay curve could be fitted by at least triple exponentials (τ1, τ2, and τ3) at both 298 and 78 K. Considering that a single exponential decay was observed in the emission decay of the as-synthesized Cu-4-tpyb, different emissive state(s) may be generated in the ground sample. Further investigation of the origin of emission for the ground sample was conducted by variable-temperature emission lifetime experiments (Figures 6(c) and 6(d)). In this low temperature range, three different emission components were commonly observed, and the main contribution was that of the middle lifetime component τ2; the component fraction of τ2 was constantly over 50% in this temperature range (see Figure 6(c) ). The temperature dependence of the longest-lived emission component (τ3) qualitatively in agreement with that of the as-synthesized sample and successfully fitted by equation (1) (blue dotted curve in Figure 6(c) ), suggesting the existence of the same TADF emission species with the 3 (M+X)LCT character. However, the component fraction was less than 25% at all measured temperatures. In contrast, the two shorter-lived emission species (τ1 and τ2) exhibited completely different temperature dependence to that of the τ3 component; the smaller temperature dependences of the emission lifetimes ranging from 0.44 to 23 µs clearly indicated the contribution of the other emission species. It should be noted that a comparable emission lifetime was observed for several cubane-type Cu(I) cluster complexes (e.g., [Cu4I4(PPh3)4]), which showed that phosphorescence originated from the 3 CC excited state as mentioned above. 18, 20 Although the structure of ground Cu-4tpyb was still unclear owing to its amorphous nature, it was possible for the ground Cu-4-tpyb to form the cubane-type {Cu4I4} cluster, which is the typical structure for 3 CC emissive complexes, because the moderate void fraction in the unit cell (~20%) likely allowed the drastic structural transformation from the rhombic-type {Cu2I2} core to the cubane-type {Cu4I4} core. Thus, the temperature dependence of the emission lifetime of ground Cu-4-tpyb suggests that the mechanochromic luminescence of Cu-4-tpyb involves a unique switching of the emission origin between TADF from the (M+X)LCT excited state and phosphorescence derived from the 3 CC excited state. We also investigated the mechanochromic behavior of Cu-3tpyb because this coordination polymer has similar porous channels and 1-D coordination chains as that of Cu-4-tpyb. (Figure 7(c) ) with the maximum at 498 nm and the PXRD pattern was identical to the one simulated based on the X-ray structure. Although the emission spectrum of Cu-4-tpyb hardly showed any change upon drying under vacuum as discussed above, the luminescence color of Cu-3-tpyb turned bluish-green as shown in Figure 7(d) upon vacuum-drying and the emission maximum was red-shifted by about 17 nm. Furthermore, the intensity of the strongest (010) diffraction peak of the as-synthesized sample observed at 6.6° decreased significantly and most peaks shifted to higher angles. Additional changes in the emission spectrum and PXRD pattern were observed upon drying for the second time by heating to 120 °C; the luminescence color was changed to light green (Figure 7(e) ) and the wavelength of emission maximum was red-shifted to 545 nm. The strongest diffraction peak in the PXRD pattern was also shifted to a higher angle (7.6°). These results suggest that the solvated THF molecules in Cu-3-tpyb were removed in two steps. In fact, TG analyses of these two dried samples under vacuum at room temperature and at 120 °C in air clearly indicate that one of the two solvated THF molecules could be removed by drying under vacuum whereas all solvated THF and water molecules were removed by heated drying (see Figure S8 ). This result is reasonable because there are two different porous channels in the crystal structure of Cu-3-tpyb; one of the two channels was occupied by only THF and the other was filled by THF and water molecules (Figure 2(b) ). Thus, these changes observed in the emission spectrum may be attributed to the removal of solvated molecules from the porous structure of Cu-3-tpyb, which involves significant changes in the crystal structure. Interestingly, the emission color was changed to greenish-yellow upon manual grinding of all the three states (Figure 7(f) ). Same as Cu-4-tpyb, the PXRD pattern of ground Cu-3-tpyb exhibited a featureless broad pattern, indicating amorphization as a result of manual grinding. The original light blue emission and almost identical PXRD pattern to the simulation based on the X-ray structure of Cu-3-tpyb were recovered by exposing these dried and/or ground samples to THF vapor in air. These changes observed in the emission spectrum and PXRD pattern clearly indicate that Cu-3-tpyb exhibits reversible luminescent vapochromism and mechanochromism. To elucidate the emission origin of the ground Cu-3-tpyb, the emission decay and quantum yield were evaluated. Obtained results and estimated kr and knr values are summarized in Table 1 . Interestingly, the emission quantum yield of ground Cu-3-tpyb was comparable (Φ = 0.30 at 298 K and 0.67 at 78 K) to that of the as-synthesized sample whereas the emission lifetime of the ground sample was remarkably shorter by about half of the as-synthesized sample at both 298 and 78 K ( Figure S9 ). Estimated kr value of the ground state was remarkably higher by about two and three times than that of the as-synthesized sample, indicating the contribution of the different emissive states. As discussed before, the emission of the as-synthesized Cu-3-tpyb could be attributed to TADF that derived from the (M+X)LCT emissive state at ~298 K in addition to the phosphorescence from the ligand-centered π-π* excited state at 78 K. On the other hand, sharp peaks characteristic of 3 π-π* emission were hardly observed for the ground sample in the time-resolved emission spectrum at 78 K (see Figure S10 ). Thus, the (M+X)LCT emissive state was stabilized by grindinginduced amorphization than the 3 π-π* state. Since the triple exponential decay was observed even for the as-synthesized crystal of Cu-3-tpyb, the assignment for each emission component observed for the ground sample is difficult. However, the emission lifetime of the shortest-lived component was in the same time range as that of the emission assigned to the 3 CC transition of ground Cu-4-tpyb, suggesting that the 3 CC excited state contributed to the emission properties of ground Cu-3-tpyb as well as Cu-4-tpyb.
Plausible mechanism of mechanochromic luminescence
As mentioned previously, both Cu-m-tpyb (m = 3, 4) exhibited a unique mechanochromic luminescence involving switching between TADF and phosphorescence. In this section, we discuss a plausible mechanism of this switching behavior. Scheme 2 shows the schematic energy diagrams of both the assynthesized and ground samples of Cu-4-tpyb. As indicated by X-ray structures and DFT calculations for the simplified dinuclear complexes [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(m-pyb)2], the metallophilic interactions between the two Cu(I) ions in the rhombic core were negligible for both Cu-m-tpyb. Thus, 3 CC emission was hardly observed for the as-synthesized samples. DFT calculations also suggested that the HOMO and LUMO were localized on the rhombic {Cu2I2} core and the pyb ligand (see Figure 4 ). This specially separated electronic structure should contribute to the small energy gap between the singlet and triplet (M+X)LCT excited state. Consequently, TADF originating from the(M+X)LCT excited state was observed for both Cu-m-tpyb (m = 3, 4) (Scheme 2(a)). This is consistent with the small energy gap (∆E＝650 cm -1 ) estimated by the temperature dependence of emission lifetimes (see Figure 3 (e)). On the other hand, the structure of the ground samples of Cu-m-tpyb is still unclear because of their amorphous nature, although an almost identical IR spectrum to that of the dried samples was observed ( Figure S11 ), which suggested that 1-D coordination chain structures would be retained after grinding-induced amorphization, even though the range of the structural ordering should be shorter than that in the as-synthesized sample. Considering that the weak lower-energy absorption and excitation bands appeared on grinding ( Figure S6 ), it is reasonable to expect that some defects and/or impurity sites would be formed. One plausible origin of such an impurity site might be the cubane-type {Cu4I4} cores that could be formed upon breaking of 1-D coordination chains and the following dimerization of the coordinatively unsaturated {Cu2I2} dimers at the terminals. Plausibly, the lower-energy 3 CC emission was observed as the dominant component for the ground samples because of a Dexter-type energy transfer from the higher-energy (M+X)LCT excited states through the 1-D coordination chains (i.e., energy migration). Such emission via energy migration through 1-D coordination chains has been previously reported by Tsuge et al.; the Cu(I)-Ag(I) mixed metal luminescent coordination polymer, [Ag2-xCuxI2(PPh3)2(bpy)]n, exhibited emissions that originated from the Cu(I) site as the dominant species even in the extremely low Cu(I) dopant concentration (x = 0.005). 49 Thus, in the emission of ground samples of Cu-mtpyb (m = 3, 4), the (M+X)LCT excitons generated in the 1-D coordination chains could migrate and get captured by the impurity site with the lower-energy 3 CC emissive state. In fact, the mechanochromic switching behavior of Cu-4-tpyb strongly depended on the degree of manual grinding; the lightly ground sample exhibited a long emission lifetime comparable to that of the as-synthesized sample ( Figure S12) , implying that the breaking of 1-D coordination chains by manual grinding is an important step to generate the lower-energy 3 CC emissive state. In the case of Cu-3-tpyb, the mechanochromic behavior was more complicated than that of Cu-4-tpyb because of the contribution of the ligand-centered 3 π-π emissive state. However, the shorter Cu(I)⋅⋅⋅Cu(I) distance in the rhombic {Cu2I2} core and the larger void fraction of Cu-3-tpyb compared to those in Cu-4tpyb (Table S2 ) implied that the cubane-type {Cu4I4} structure was easily formed as the impurity site during the grindinginduced amorphization process. Therefore, we believe that the emission origin of Cu-3-tpyb was switched between TADF and phosphorescence in the mechanochromic luminescence behavior.
Conclusions
Two new luminescent Cu(I) coordination polymers Cu-m-tpyb, formulated as [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(m-tpyb)]n, were synthesized. X-ray diffraction study revealed that 1-D coordination chains comprising rhombic {Cu2I2(PPh3)2} cores and the bridging m-tpyb ligands were commonly formed in both complexes and solvated guest molecules existed in between the chains. Both Cu-m-tpyb (m = 3, 4) exhibited interesting TADF that was derived from the singlet and triplet (M+X)LCT excited states as suggested by the temperature dependence of the emission lifetime and DFT calculations, which were based on the simplified dinuclear Cu(I) complexes, [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(m-pyb)2]. Although the luminescence color of Cu-4-tpyb was hardly changed by the removal of the solvated guest molecules, remarkable mechanochromic luminescence was observed by manual grinding and exposure to CHCl3 vapor. In contrast, interesting vapochromic luminescence was observed in addition to the similar mechanochromic luminescence of Cu-4-tpyb for Cu-3-tpyb in response to the adsorption/desorption of the solvated THF molecules. The unique mechanochromic switching between TADF derived from the (M+X)LCT excited states and phosphorescence, which originated from the 3 CC state, was suggested by the temperature dependence of the emission lifetime of the ground samples. A plausible mechanism is the energy transfer from the (M+X)LCT excited state to the lowerenergy 3 CC emissive state of the impurity sites that were generated by the grinding-induced amorphization of Cu-m-tpyb. Further studies of the switching of emission origin as a result of various external stimuli is now in progress.
Experimental Section
All density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09W program. 55 Geometry optimization of [Cu2I2(PPh3)2(mpyb)2] was achieved using the Becke3LYP functional 56, 57 as implemented in the Gaussian09 program. Cartesian coordinates of the optimized structures are given in Table S3 . The SDD basis sets 58, 59 and the associated effective core potentials were used for Cu and I, and the 6-31G(d) basis sets [60] [61] were used for the remaining atoms.
